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We report on a Dirac-like Fermi surface in three-dimensional bulk materials in a distorted spinel
structure on the basis of density functional theory (DFT) as well as tight-binding theory. The four
examples we provide in this paper are BiZnSiO4,BiCaSiO4,BiMgSiO4, and BiAlInO4. A necessary
characteristic of these structures is that they contain a Bi lattice which forms a hierarchy of chain-like
substructures, with consequences for both fundamental understanding and materials design.
Following the discovery of topological insulators, there6
has been considerable interest in studying semimetal-7
lic phases that exist at the phase transition between a8
topological and a trivial insulator. One such example is9
graphene, which has two Dirac points at its Fermi sur-10
face. A Dirac point is characterized by four degenerate11
states that disperse linearly with momentum around a12
single point k in the Brillouin zone. The resulting low13
energy theory is pseudorelativistic, and it is responsi-14
ble for many of the interesting properties of graphene15
[1]. In a previous communication, we described such16
Dirac points occurring as symmetry-protected fourfold17
degeneracies in three dimensional crystal systems. Such18
a Dirac point was encountered first in a tight binding19
model of s-states on the diamond lattice [2]. We showed20
that the occurrence of this Dirac point is a feature of the21
symmetry of diamond, which occurs in spacegroup 227.22
While no realistic system of atoms in a primitive diamond23
lattice produces this feature, through first-principles cal-24
culations we found that substituting bismuth for silicon25
in β-cristobalite, also in space group 227, elevates a can-26
didate Dirac point degeneracy to the Fermi level, mak-27
ing BiO2 the first realistic Dirac semimetal proposed [3].28
While this material is predicted to be metastable, it is29
highly unfavorable thermodynamically. This led us to30
consider alternative crystal structures and symmetries.31
3D Dirac points have also been predicted to exist at the32
phase transition between a topological and a normal in-33
sulator when inversion symmetry is present [5, 6]. If ei-34
ther inversion or time reversal symmetry is broken at35
the transition, a Dirac point separates into Weyl points36
which have been shown to exist in Refs. [7–9]. Here we37
find, on the basis of density functional theory and tight38
binding calculations, that a family of three dimensional39
materials in a distorted spinel structure support robust40
Dirac points in their bulk electronic spectra. A common41
characteristic of these materials is the presence of a hier-42
archy of chain-like substructures created by the Bismuth43
atoms in the A site of the crystal structure.44
The spinel structure hosts a family of chalcogenides45
which have the general formula AB2X4. A and B are46
cations that are coordinated by anions of species X,47
which may be O, S, Se, or Te. The A sites are tetra-48
hedrally coordinated in a diamond lattice, with the octa-49
hedrally coordinated B sites in the interstices [10]. Most50
known spinels are insulators with band gaps of a few eV;51
this natural tendency toward insulating behavior makes52
the spinel structure a prime candidate to host a material53
with a distinct Dirac point degeneracy formed by bands54
that do not elsewhere cross the Fermi level. By con-55
trast, though the laves structure contains the required56
symmetry for a Dirac point, materials in this structure57
tend to be metallic and our attempts to engineer Dirac58
semimetals in this structure were plagued by additional59
band crossings at the Fermi level.60
BiAl2O4 and BiSc2O4 in the spinel structure exhibit61
Dirac points at the X points in the BZ. However, these62
materials are not stable and spontaneously break sym-63
metry. Fortunately, one of the child symmetry groups is64
space group 74, which our crystallographic symmetry cri-65
teria [3] admit as a potential host for a Dirac semimetal.66
As shown in Fig. 1, the cubic unit cell distorts to an or-67
thorhombic cell and the bismuth atoms shift from their68
previous locations along one of the axes of twofold ro-69
tation symmetry in the diamond lattice. This symme-70
try breaking also distinguishes the two B atoms of the71
formula unit, which we label B′ and B′′, so that the72
composition becomes BiB′B′′O4. While this new space73
group has much lower symmetry, it inherits the non-74
symmorphic symmetry of diamond and retains one the75
three Dirac points among its representations. This Dirac76
point occurs at the point T in the Brillouin (BZ) and,77
as in diamond, there is a gap at W determined by the78
strength of the spin-orbit interaction. The effects of re-79
duced symmetry are manifest in the elongation of the80
octahedral cages of the B′ site. This allows the diamond81
lattice of bismuth to separate into distinct, parallel zig-82
zag chains. Through first principles DFT calculations we83
have determined that MgBiSiO4, AlBiInO4, ZnBiSiO4,84
and CaBiSiO4 are each metastable and exhibit Dirac85
point degeneracies at T with no other band crossings at86
the Fermi level (Fig. 3). Both the crystal and electronic87
structures are very similar for these materials, and in the88
following we take BiZnSiO4 to be representative of all89
four. For these electronic structure and atomic relaxation90
calculations, we used the plane wave density functional91
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FIG. 1. The (a) spinel and (b) distorted spinel structures. We
note that the high-symmetry spinel conventional unit cell is
cubic; here we choose a reduced supercell allowing for direct
comparison with the distorted structure. The A site, popu-
lated here by bismuth, is surrounded by a tetrahedral oxygen
cage (not shown for clarity) and the B-type sites are sur-
rounded by octahedral oxygen cages. In the high-symmetry
spinel all Bi neighbors are equidistant, and the bismuth atoms
form a diamond lattice. Upon distortion, bonds lying in the
(0, 1, 0) plane elongate, and the structure can be described as
coupled, close-packed, corrugated chains running parallel to
[0, 1, 0].
theory package QUANTUM ESPRESSO [11] and de-92
signed nonlocal pseudopotentials [12, 13] with spin-orbit93
interaction generated by OPIUM. For all calculations an94
energy cutoff of 50 Ry and k-point grids of 8× 8× 8 for95
the primitive cell were used.96
The states near the Fermi surface are dominated97
by p-like states on the bismuth atoms, as revealed by98
the angular-momentum-projected density of states in99
β
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FIG. 2. The distorted spinel structure with the bismuth net-
work annotated. B′′ cages are blue, B′ cages are gray, and
the bismuth atoms are in purple. The bismuth chains (a)
are composed of bismuth atoms with alternating bond direc-
tions, labeled α and β, forming chains with distinct orien-
tations from their nearest neighbors, signified by + and −.
Running parallel to [0, 1, 0], the alternatingly oriented chains
form their own chain like structure in the [1, 0, 1] direction,
so that each chain is now an object coupling to its neighbors
in 1D. The resulting parallel planes of alternating sense (de-
noted by solid and dashed lines), constructed from the sheets
of coupled chains, themselves couple with one another in the
[1, 0,−1] direction. Thus, at each level of structure the el-
ements (atoms, chains, and planes) alternate in orientation
along a particular direction, resulting in a four-fold represen-
tation for a point on the BZ surface corresponding to half a
reciprocal lattice vector for each of those directions, and a
Dirac point at the Fermi level for half-filling.
Fig. 4(a)), suggesting that each bismuth possesses a pair100
of 5s electrons and an unpaired 5p-electron. This con-101
trasts with both the Fu-Kane-Mele tight-binding model102
and BiO2, where the electronic character of the Dirac103
point derives from an unpaired 5s-electron. The presence104
of an unpaired electron is required by symmetry consid-105
erations. Nonsymmorphic space groups have at least one106
sublattice degree of freedom, and at the k-points host-107
ing Dirac points, the only representations are fourfold.108
Thus, for a fourfold degeneracy to be bisected by the109
3(a)BiZnSiO4
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FIG. 3. The bandstructures of BiZnSiO4 (3(a)), BiCaSiO4
(3(b)), BiAlInO4(3(c)), and BiZnSiO4 (3(d)) in the distorted
spinel structure all contain a Dirac point at T that is com-
pletely split along the line in the Brillouin zone from T to W
due to the spin orbit interaction between the bismuth sites in
the lattice.
Fermi level there must be an odd number of electrons per110
formula unit. This symmetry constraint signifies physics111
being driven by these unpaired electrons. In Fig. 4(b)112
the Bloch states (excluding the spin degree of freedom)113
of the Dirac point degeneracy are shown, with a car-114
toon representation in Fig. 4(c) added for clarity. The115
character of these states confirms that the unpaired p-116
electrons give rise to the observed Dirac point physics:117
the two states are related by the symmetry between the118
two bismuth sublattices that makes the space group non-119
symmorphic. Additionally, the system must lie at a crit-120
ical point that lies between the two configurations where121
bismuth atoms pair into dimers and is protected by the122
sublattice symmetry in all three directions; otherwise the123
interaction between the zig-zag chains could gap the sys-124
tem. This symmetry, which prevents the unpaired elec-125
trons from forming bonds in either direction, only be-126
longs to the little group at T; elsewhere it is absent and127
the degeneracy between the two states is lifted. These1289
chains are reminiscent of polyacetylene, which is char-130
acterized by a pattern of alternating single and double131
bonds along carbon sites leading to a two-fold degenerate132
ground state. This suggests that the individual chains of133
bismuth sites behave like coupled one-dimensional metal134
wires running through an otherwise insulating structure.135
An isolated chain of this kind would be described by the136
Su-Schrieffer-Heeger [14] model and would suffer from the137
Peierls instability intrinsic to the half-filled state, break-138
ing the Dirac point. However, the coupling between the139
chains requires a three-dimensional model, and the stabil-140
ity against dimerization depends on microscopic details.141
First, upon dimerization, the oxidation state of bismuth142
becomes defined as 2+. This is highly unfavorable for143
bismuth, which is known to prefer oxidation states of 3+144
or 5+. Second, the other cations are small, encouraging145
a more closely packed lattice and increasing the favora-146
bility of the delocalized, metallic character of the Dirac147
point. Thus the critical point, where the oxidation state148
of bismuth is formally undefined and the unpaired elec-149
trons are delocalized, is locally stable.150
Focusing now on the bismuth lattice, Figure 2 shows an151
annotated structure of a distorted spinel. The bismuth152
atoms form a chain like structure going into the plane,153
and adjacent chains have a different ordering of the 2154
type bismuth atoms. Fig. 2(a) illustrates chains of α-155
and β-type Bi atoms along the y-axis, while Fig. 2(b)156
illustrates that adjacent atoms along the x and z-axes157
form an additional chain-like structure. Therefore the158
Dirac point at T can be understood to be arising from159
three levels of chain-like structures, resulting in a Dirac160
point that is protected by the sublattice symmetry of161
space group 74.162
We may model the low-energy theory of distorted163
spinels by a tight binding model of p-states on the Bi164
atoms. The two bismuth atoms in each unit cell each165
have px, py, and pz orbitals. We distinguish between the166
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FIG. 4. A plot of the projected density of states near the
Dirac point in the ZnBiSiO4 structure (4(a)) shows that the
states near the Dirac point are primarily bismuth p-states,
with all states vanishing at the Fermi energy. The angular
portion of the wavefunctions (ie, without the spin degree of
freedom) of the ZnBiSiO4 structure at T are shown in (b),
with a cartoon depiction in (c) emphasizing their p-like na-
ture. The neighboring bismuth sites interact in a way that can
be depicted as chains of bismuth p-orbitals running through
an insulating structure, in which individual chains are anal-
ogous to polyacetylene; it is clear that the nonsymmorphic
operation of inversion coupled to translation between A sites
results in equivalent but different state, creating a twofold de-
generacy at the Dirac point, which then becomes fourfold due
to the spin degree of freedom. Breaking inversion symmetry
in this structure is analogous to having inequivalent coupling
constants between bismuth sites and single and double bonds
in polyacetylene, and will lift the degeneracy, gapping the
system.
two bismuth sites (and associated sublattices) with the167
labels A and B. There are four bonds possible for each168
site; these are d1± = (±a/2, 0, [1− 2γ]c) and d2± =169
(0,±b/2, 2γc), where a, b, and c are the lengths of the170
orthorhombic lattice vectors, and γ describes an internal171
distortion; when a = b = c/
√
2 and γ = 1/8, the lattice172
becomes diamond. Excluding spin for the moment, the173
tight binding Hamiltonian becomes174
Htb =
∑
<ij> c
†
i,αcj,β [(tσ − tpi) (α · dij) (β · dij) (1)
+ tpi (α · β)]
orientations for α-sites and β-sites are labeled by α and β,175
which may be the unit vectors xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ. The bismuth176
sites are indexed by i and j, and the sets of p orbital177
orientations for site i are labeled by α whereas those for178
site j are labeled by β, which may be the unit vectors179
xˆ, yˆ, and zˆ. tσ and tpi are phenomenological coupling180
parameters for the σ and pi character of the p-p bonds,181
and dij is one of the aforementioned bond vectors that182
connect sites i and j.183
The resulting Hamiltonian produces three pairs of184
bands, each with a degeneracy from T to W, with bond-185
ing and anti-bonding pairs split off below and above186
the middle non-bonding pair by energy proportionate to187
|tσ − tpi|. Since each bismuth contributes a single elec-188
tron, we expect the lowest, bonding pair of bands to be189
half-filled. By inspection we find that these bands at T190
are dominated by the p orbitals in the plane of the chain,191
corroborating our first principles results, and confirming192
that the crucial physics is due to the bismuth lattice.193
Introducing a spin-orbit term of the form194
Hso =
∑
<<ij>>,ss′,αβ
iλiαjβd
1
ij × d2ij · ~σss′c†i,αscj,β,s′ .(2)
d1ij and d
2
ij are nearest neighbor bond vectors that con-195
nect sites i and j on the same sublattice, we find that the196
degeneracies at W are split, allowing Dirac points at T,197
but the effect is not strong enough to mix the three sets198
of bands with one another, again in agreement with the199
first-principles calculations. Removing the distortion in200
space group 74 to restore the diamond lattice in Eq. (2)201
provides the three Dirac points originally known to exist202
at the X-points in diamond. Thus, high symmetry dia-203
mond exists as a critical point between the single Dirac-204
point phases allowed by the three directions in which the205
symmetry may be reduced to space group 74. This pro-206
vides a simple understanding of how the Dirac point in207
diamond is connected to the Dirac point in space group208
74.209
To evaluate the possibility of synthesizing a Dirac210
semimetal in the laboratory, we calculated the energy dif-211
ference associated with synthesizing ZnBiSiO4 from zinc212
silicate, bismuth metal, and oxygen gas, and found that213
the ZnBiSiO4 distorted spinel structure is lower in energy214
by about 0.25 eV per formula unit. A major challenge in-215
volved in this synthesis would be to prevent bismuth from216
5further oxidizing and causing the constituents to segre-217
gate. The conventionally determined oxidation state of218
Bismuth appears to pose a significant obstacle in synthe-219
sizing the proposed materials. However, that this oxida-220
tion state characterizes nearby insulating states is cru-221
cial to providing an odd electron formula unit and stabi-222
lizing the Dirac-semimetal state. Similar configurations223
of bismuth atoms have been achieved in the laboratory224
in the construction of bulk materials built from stacks225
of two-dimensional topological insulators.[15] We there-226
fore propose that synthesis be conducted under reducing227
conditions (high temperature and low partial pressure of228
O2).229
Finally, we note that additional symmetry breaking230
may allow access to exotic insulating phases. The low-231
energy theory at the Fermi surface can be written as232
H(k) = vxkxγx + vykyγy + vzkzγz, centered at T, where233
vi are the Fermi velocities and γi are 4×4 Dirac matrices.234
The Dirac matrices are constrained by the invariance of235
H(k) under the little group at T. Orienting the kz axis236
to point along the line from T to Γ, H(k) takes the form,237
H(k) = vxkxσx ⊗ σz + vyky(cos θσx ⊗ σx (3)
+ sin θσx ⊗ σy) + vzkzσy ⊗ I.
Here θ is an arbitrary real parameter, σi are the usual238
Pauli matrices, and I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The239
exact values of θ and vi depend on microscopic features.240
The elements of the Little group that stabilize the241
Dirac point at T are: mirror symmetry Mz about the242
kxky plane, sublattice (inversion) symmetry I, and time243
reversal symmetry Θ. In the basis of Eq. (4), these op-244
erators can be represented as, Mz = σx ⊗ I, I = σz ⊗ I,245
and Θ = iσy ⊗ I K where K denotes complex conju-246
gation. Symmetry breaking perturbations lead to in-247
sulating (topological and normal) as well as topological248
semimetallic (Weyl) phases. The distorted spinel struc-249
tures discussed in this paper, if engineered or discov-250
ered naturally, can be used to access such phases. Dirac251
semimetals are unique in that they exist at a multicritical252
point from which many exotic insulating and topological253
semimetallic phases can be reached [3].254
We emphasize that the crucial feature of these materi-255
als is the network of interpenetrating, symmetry-related256
sublattices of bismuth atoms with unpaired electrons,257
a physical manifestation of the symmetry-derived result258
that Dirac points can only exist in nonsymmorphic space259
groups on the BZ surface. The rest of the atoms of260
the lattice can be thought of as an insulating scaffolding261
that stabilizes this metallic bismuth network that hosts262
the Dirac point. The combination of close packing and263
unconventional oxidation state reduces the tendency to-264
wards dimerization and the system remains at the critical265
point of this half-filled state. These offer important in-266
sight into both the physics and materials science of the267
Dirac semi-metal state, and will inform efforts to realize268
such a material.269
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